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amyabler@gmail.com
+1 773 425 5586
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About The Music:

Amy can perform as a piano vocalist or solo instrumentalist.
Also available as a trio (piano, bass, drums).
Amy Abler is an elegant classical pianist who draws from a wide range of other musical styles to
provide beautiful music, helping create the perfect ambiance for your public venue or private event.
She has performed all over the world in locales great and small: large concert halls, cocktail
lounges, tea rooms, corporate events, private homes, dinner parties, and cruise ship main stages.
Having spent several decades working on Broadway shows, including tours such as Mamma Mia,
she draws heavily from musical theatre as well as jazz standards, contemporary pop, folk, blues,
hymns, and the classical music she has performed her entire life. She has an improvisatory
approach to classical music, in which she creates a fusion of classics with other notable popular
melodies. Also a vocalist, Amy’s voice is low and smoky, which can add that extra something to
songs that are most effective when the lyrics are heard. Amy is based in the Metro Detroit, MI,
area, but she is available for booking nearly anywhere in the world, conditions permitting.

Technical Requirements:
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A tuned acoustic piano is preferred—this can be either grand or upright, but the higher quality the
piano is, the better the performance will come across to the audience. An electronic keyboard is an
acceptable alternative as long as it has weighted keys. Amy can provide her own keyboard and
ampli er if needed, subject to negotiation. If vocals or emcee duties are required, Amy will provide
her own microphone and stand but will need access to a person who knows how to run the
venue’s sound system. A quali ed sound technician is preferred for the best possible sound.
Reasonable lighting of some sort should be provided.

